Orbitals Are the Building Blocks for Describing
Electron Density Distributions in Atoms & Molecules
The behavior of very small particles such as electrons is described by an equation known as the Schrödinger wave
equation. This equation cannot be derived from anything else; it must be accepted as a fundamental postulate of
quantum mechanics. Justification for the Schrödinger equation comes from its ability to give results that agree
with experimental observations.
Schrödinger’s equation can be written for electron systems that are constrained in various ways. We are interested
in the constraints imposed on electrons by nuclei, specifically, atomic systems. The simplest atomic system is the
hydrogen atom (one electron constrained by electrostatic attraction to a positively charged nucleus). Solutions to
Schrödinger’s equation are called wave functions, ψ. ψ is a mathematical function, just like sin(x) and ln(x) are
functions. Wave functions that are solutions to Schrödinger’s equation for the hydrogen atom are called orbitals.
When it comes to orbitals, you will need a working knowledge of the following characteristics: shape, spatial
extent (i.e., how far from the nucleus an orbital penetrates space), phase (i.e., the sign of the wave function in
different regions of space), and energy. We are also going to be concerned with electron occupancy; that is, how
many electrons belong to a particular orbital. Recall that the Pauli exclusion principle states that no more than two
electrons may occupy one orbital, and if two electrons are present they must have opposite spins.
http://csi.chemie.tu-darmstadt.de/ak/immel/misc/oc-scripts/orbitals.html?id=1

We want to…
1) Interpret orbital pictures
2) Establish relationship between orbital and electron density

ψ = f(x,y,z)

How to graphically represent the value of a
function at position (x1, y1, z1) in 3D space?

Orbitals are Represented as Isosurfaces
At every point in space, ψ(x,y,z), takes on
a particular numerical value. Thus, to
represent the value of ψ everywhere in
space would require a fourth dimension.

To deal with this
problem we
choose a
particular
numerical value
of ψ and
connect all the
points in space
that have this
value. The
result is called
an isosurface,
and it represents
the shape of the
orbital.

Orbital = Wavefunction = ψ	

(same thing; different names)

ψ = f(x,y,z)

Value of ψ traveling along
the symmetry axis line

Shading (or color) is used to represent the sign of the wavefunction (the
sign is called the wavefunction’s phase). Here, gray is negative and white
is positive. This isosurface is set to show the ±0.2 value of the function.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QN3HkgNjAOU

The Orbitron Web Site

http://winter.group.shef.ac.uk/orbitron/

ψ2 at Any Point Gives Electron Density at That Point
Electron Density for 2pz
Wave functions cannot be observed by any
experimental method; however, they are
connected to important and useful characteristics
for our understanding of organic chemistry. For
one thing, the probability of finding an electron
at any given point is proportional to ψ2. The
function P(x,y,z) = ψ2 is know as the probability
density. If we multiply P(x,y,z) by the number
of electrons, N, then we obtain the electron
density distribution, ρ(x,y,z), previously
mentioned.
Thus, while ψ itself cannot be
observed by experimentation, the electron
density distribution of any atom IS a measurable
quantity* that has a clear interpretation and
exists in real space i.e., ρ(x,y,z) contributes to
the force that binds atoms in molecules. The
pictures at the right show isosurfaces and slices
of the electron density for an atomic 2pz orbital.
*The electron density can be experimentally
determined by X-ray and electron diffraction.

